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1. Introduction 

The June 2013 release of Australian Bureau of Statistics data on the screen 
production industry is the first in five years. It provides an opportunity to assess the 
industry’s development and to discuss measures for increasing production and 
employment opportunities in the future.1 

While the connection between government policy settings and industry growth are 
well established and the subject of continual public debate, less attention in the film 
and television industry is paid to the connections between industrial policy settings 
and industry growth. This is partly because the industry itself sets its own employment 
terms and conditions, intellectual property practices, and terms of trade.  

Australia’s screen production industry is underpinned by 
an industrial system developed over many years of 
negotiations.2 Beginning in the 1970s, the industry wide 
agreements covering actors and technical crew in 
independent television and film production have been 
negotiated between the Media Entertainment and Arts 
Alliance (MEAA) and its predecessors, and the leading 
employer association for producers, the Screen Producers 
Association of Australia (SPAA) and its predecessors. The 
Australian Writers’ Guild (AWG) and SPAA have also 
negotiated an industry wide agreement for television 
writing. Central to all these agreements are terms for the 
purchase of rights to exploit the performances and 
intellectual property elements in different media and 
territories. 

There have been vast changes to the media landscape since the agreements were 
first negotiated. We have moved from an environment of media scarcity with only 
four television stations, to one of abundance with 22 free-to-air channels and 
internet streaming. Digital technology and the convergence of platforms have 
made fundamental changes to the way we make, sell, distribute, screen and 
purchase content.  

The independent sector produces the vast majority of original Australian feature films, 
television drama, documentary and children’s programs. SPAA along with the MEAA 
and the AWG set the industrial standards for the original content industry.  

At this moment in the evolution from scarcity to abundance, the independent sector 
is being squeezed by the broader changes to revenue streams and business models. 
At the same time, production levels in feature film and television drama have 
remained fairly static for the last two decades. 

There was an annual average of 27 feature films in the 1990s that rose to 30 in the 
2000s, but has fallen to just 25 over the last couple of years.3 For TV drama, the 
average was 44 titles and 739 hours annually in 1990s, then 42 titles and 664 hours in 
the 2000s and while the number of titles have held firm more recently, hours have 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Australian Bureau of Statistics, 8679.0 - Film, Television and Digital Games, Australia, 2011-12, June 2013 
(http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/mf/8679.0) 
2 See Section 4 for a summary of key agreements. 
3 Screen Australia, Number of feature films produced, total production budgets (current dollars) and spend in 
Australia, 1990/91–2011/12, December 2012 
(http://www.screenaustralia.gov.au/research/statistics/mpfeaturessummary.aspx) 
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dropped further, to just 565.4 The annual average for documentary in the 2000s was 
201 and 346 hours, and while the number of titles has dropped in the last couple of 
years to 179, the hours have increased to 410.5 

While new and expanding platforms are opening up, at 
this stage very little additional revenue is flowing back 
to the production community. There are a number of 
contributing factors, including broadcasters who are 
seeking to bundle rights preventing full utilisation. 
Furthermore, the internet has uncoupled the historical 
connection between advertising revenue and content 
creators. The commercial networks are also looking to 
commission lower cost programs for their multi-channels, 
with license fees on the main channel remain fairly 
static.  

The result is that the production community is being asked to cut costs and make 
programs for less money. At the same time, with the disappearance of a television 
market for feature films, distribution guarantees for feature films have gone down in 
some cases to nothing.  

There are both threats and opportunities rapidly evolving and it is important to 
ensure that all of the major contributors to the industry are aware of these 
challenges and are preparing to respond to them. The scale of change necessitates 
an examination of the industry's agreements to assess any fundamental limitations 
that may act as barriers for growth and increased employment.  

At various times during the evolution of Australia’s film and television industry, 
collaborative campaigns have achieved key structural changes. Therefore, it is 
important for all sectors of the industry to engage with the implications of industrial 
challenges, as it is this platform on which relevance and competitiveness, 
particularly internationally, will be built. Industrial barriers can only be effectively 
addressed collectively. Perhaps most notably, this coalition of interest was critical in 
establishing the regulation of Australian content for television and in the 
establishment of government funding for feature film.  

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 Screen Australia, Number of TV drama programs produced, total production budgets (current dollars) and 
spend in Australia, 1990/91–2011/12, December 2012 
(http://www.screenaustralia.gov.au/research/statistics/mptvdramasummary.aspx) 
5 Screen Australia, Number of titles, hours and total production budgets (current dollars) for Australian 
documentaries, 1997/98–2011/12, December 2012 
(http://www.screenaustralia.gov.au/research/statistics/mpdocosactivity.aspx) 
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Your feedback is welcomed! 
This paper has been prepared by the Screen Producers Association of Australia to 
stimulate discussion and frame further consideration of the industrial and commercial 
policy settings of the Australian screen industry. It provides a background to our industrial 
foundations and highlights some of the challenges in the current media landscape. 

We invite both Individuals and organisations to respond to the discussion points raised in 
this paper, either by answering the specific questions or making general comments about 
certain proposals. Please email your responses to katie.fagan@spaa.org.au by 7 October 
2013. 
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2. Industrial Challenges: Television 

2.1 Television repeat fees 

One of the contributing factors as to why there is so much foreign content on multi-
channels is that back catalogues of Australian programs are not re-licensed at the 
same rate. This is because of contractual terms agreed to by producers, writers and 
actors over previous decades.  

The purchase of rights, allowing for additional ‘plays’ on 
television (i.e. in addition to those originally purchased) 
requires a ‘repeat fee’. These rates have been agreed 
to under the terms of the Actors Television Repeats and 
Residuals (ATRRA) agreement between SPAA and the 
MEAA, and the Series and Serials Agreement (SASA) 
with the AWG. These agreements provide for 
performers and writers to be paid a percentage of their 
basic negotiated fee in return for the rights to 
broadcast the program. The standard pre-purchase for 
performers for adult drama program is a 70 per cent 
loading which buys four plays over a license period of 
seven years, while the standard for writers is a 50 per 
cent loading for the same terms. 

When producers attempt to re-license programs after 
the initial license period has expired, in the vast majority 
of cases the amount payable for programs is often far 
in excess of what a broadcaster will pay to play it again 
on a multi-channel. This obviously prevents sales and 
contributes to the imbalance between imported 
programming and Australian programming on the 
multi-channels. 

Leaving aside the cultural implications, the inability to fully exploit back catalogue 
assets denies production companies, writers and performers a revenue stream. In the 
case of producers, this revenue could be utilised to employ staff and reinvest in the 
development of future projects. This is a clear case of where an industrial policy 
setting is providing a barrier to growth.  

2.2 Television plays in a multi-channel age 

The rights purchase framework for usage of performances and intellectual property 
was largely constructed in a more scarce media era. A play was worth a great deal 
more when there was less channels and less broadcast hours.  

With the introduction of multi-channelling and online streaming, broadcasters are 
now able to offer the audience both a choice of time shifting their viewing and the 
type of platform they view it on. Now the broadcasters want more plays, but can be 
unwilling to increase license fees to purchase them, arguing that the audience is the 
same just spread over different platforms. 

What are the 
solutions to a 

greater utilisation 
of the back 

catalogue of 
Australian 
programs?  

Would a royalty of 
sale system, similar 
to that negotiated 
by PACT and UK 
Equity, work in 

Australia? 
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Writers, performers and producers have an interest in maintaining the value of a play, 
as it provides a base usage value that can be licensed. Time shifting and new 
devices poses a number of questions for the current business models.   

If producers and performers concede to more plays 
what will they get in return? What industrial policy 
settings can address the problem of the demand from 
program buyers for more plays at the same price? 
Would broadcasters trade shorter license periods or 
collapsed secondary market windows for more plays in 
the initial license period?  

In tandem with a move to a royalties based system for 
re-licensing, this idea might ensure that both performers 
and producers are adequately compensated. 
Provided of course, the broadcasters can equally see 
the benefits. 

The only area where behaviour has changed significantly is in children’s pre-school 
television animation. This market is dominated in Australia by the ABC and often 
involves co-production partners and/or children’s subscription television channels.  
Foreign television networks and subscription networks broadcast repeats of 
children’s programs on high rotation and buy-out the rights to unlimited plays up 
front.   

The current SPAA and MEAA agreement prevents a buy-out of rights from performers 
which has led to some Australian producers going offshore to record voice over 
performances. Recording offshore allows producers to obtain a buy-out of plays in 
perpetuity and deliver to the broadcasters what children’s programmers prefer for 
pre-school programs – unlimited plays. After 20 years the MEAA and SPAA are close 
to reaching agreement on a buy-out for voice over recording. This will bring more 
work back on shore to Australian actors. 

2.3 Arrangements for online, interactive and multiplatform content 

There are currently no industrial agreements that cover 
content made for alternative platforms to theatrical 
and television release. The business models and income 
streams from content in this space are still rapidly 
evolving and current employment terms and usage 
arrangements are being contracted on a case-by-case 
basis.  

The usage of performance and intellectual property is 
now spread across many platforms complicating the 
old models of rights purchased for different media.  

Program promotional material now appears in both 
revenue earning and non-revenue earning digital 
spaces. The amount and type of promotional material 
required by broadcasters and distributors has increased. 
Website material that is an expansion of a broadcast 
program and can include promotional material in 
various forms including ‘making of’ footage, character 
and actor interviews, and new thematic material that 

Would performers 
allow more TV 

plays at the same 
price in return for a 

shorter licence 
period and greater 

chance of re-
licencing income? 

Where is the line 
drawn between 
promo material 

and material 
requiring 

additional rights 
entitlements? 

What limits should 
performers 

legitimately set on 
web usage of 

performances? 
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takes the viewer into broader online engagement, 
webisodes and clips, mobisodes and other mobile 
phone material, apps and social media. 

2.3 Co-productions 

Co-productions in both film and television also offer 
another avenue of foreign investment to increase 
production and employment. The lack of progress in 
advancing current co-production treaties is a 
concern to SPAA and the industry.  

Industrially, agreements between SPAA and the 
MEAA allow for a 90 per cent increase in pay for 
performers in co-productions. This arrangement is 
based on MEAA’s ‘better rates principle’ and was 
designed to ensure parity in pay rates with performers 
from more powerful economies. Recent research by 
SPAA reveals that the wage disparity with the UK no 
longer exists, and is concerned that the inflationary 
impact on the cost of production of this loading is 
affecting our international competitiveness. 
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3. Industrial Challenges: Feature film 
3.1 Access to markets and sources of finance 

Australia is a small market by international standards, restrained by a population 
smaller than more than 50 other nations. The English language, while presenting 
some advantages in access to other English speaking markets, is outweighed by the 
disadvantage of vulnerability to the superior economies of those same markets as 
reflected in the regular balance of trade deficits in recorded media.  

The Balance of Payments deficit in audiovisual trade has grown from $654 million in 
2005/06 to $1,065 million in 2011/12.6 

The domestic pool of finance is therefore constrained 
and, largely due to the competitive advantage of 
other English speaking nations, heavily dependent on 
both government regulation and finance. It obviously 
follows that greater access to foreign finance through 
sales and/or investment will increase the pool of 
finance and lead to more production opportunities and 
employment.  

One way to attract foreign investment and pre-sales is 
to develop internationally focused projects. This may 
include casting actors who are well known in markets 
outside Australia.  

Historically, Australian performers and producers have 
been divided on the industrial provisions governing the 
importation of foreign actors. Producers have argued 
that globalisation is shrinking many territorial differences 
and that adaptation is necessary to remain 
internationally competitive and to continue to attract 
extra finance in to the country. Performers have argued 
that Australian taxpayers funds should support jobs for 
Australians.  

The MEAA and SPAA remain in discussion on the issue, and the MEAA recently 
agreed to allow the threshold for the imposition of SAG Global Rule 1 to be lifted to 
films with budgets up to $22.5 million, which will make the engagement of foreign 
actors more cost effective for Australian films. 

As the internet erodes market boundaries, the capacity to make great stories that 
work in Australia and internationally is of growing importance. The development of 
Australian writers’ capacity to write for international audiences is one area that 
perhaps might lead to growth. Should Australian producers engage more foreign 
writers in order to increases access to foreign markets? This is what Australia’s 
competitors do.  

  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6 Australia and the world: Audiovisual trade, Screen Australia 
(http://www.screenaustralia.gov.au/research/statistics/trade.aspx) 
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3.2 Cost of production and distribution limitations 

The cost of production has become a major issue for feature film producers due to a 
number of issues, including the loss of finance from television which has had a major 
impact on distribution guarantees. In subscription television, feature films’ loss is 
televisions’ gain as the sector has moved away from investing in feature films and 
towards investing television programs. This, combined with the difficulty of getting 
screens to trigger distribution guarantees, has led to a downward pressure on 
budgets.  

Very few producers have been able to take advantage 
of the drop in the Qualifying Australian Production 
Expenditure (QAPE) threshold to $500,000 for eligibility for 
the Producer Offset. With Screen Australia’s limited funds 
and necessary concentration on supporting established 
filmmakers, opportunities to finance development of the 
next generation of feature film story tellers is constrained.  

One of the biggest obstacles to increasing production is 
getting access to Australian theatrical screens. The 
circumstances are well known to the industry – a 
consequence of the weight of US studio power, 
exhibition session contracting practice, the loss of an ‘art 
house’ circuit, absence of regulation, the historically 
poor performance of Australian films, and uncompetitive 
marketing budgets for Australian films.   

Is there unutilised capacity in available mechanisms for increased development of 
Australian filmmakers? Would the establishment of a bona fide ‘development circuit’ 
for low budget features that can trigger the Producer Offset, together with a 
registration system, and an industrial arrangement for the re-investment of fees open 
up more opportunities for emerging talent? 
 

 
 
 
  

Is it possible to 
develop a bona fide 
distribution circuit for 

Australian low 
budget features that 
will ensure eligibility 

for the Producer 
Offset? 
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Comparison breakout: United Kingdom 
Television repeat fees 

In 2007, PACT and Actors Equity UK negotiated a royalties based system to replace 
repeat fees for the payment of usage rights to performers for television programs that 
are re-licensed. Performers receive 17% of the sale price for sales to secondary multi 
channels. Repeat fees are still payable to performers for any plays on the core 
channels. 

Low budget feature films 

PACT and Actors Equity UK have negotiated an agreement for low budget features and 
very low budget features to ‘act as a positive incentive to the making of Films that 
qualify for UK tax credit for cinema release’.  

The agreement applies to films with budgets below 3 million pounds and 1 million 
pounds respectively and provides for reductions in standard salaries of 50% and 75% 
along with a net profit share. Both parties have agreed on a registration system and 
only films registered by Pact are eligible.  

This process ensures that projects are bona fide and protects the integrity of the 
scheme. 

 
! EXCERPT FROM PACT EQUITY CINEMA FILMS AGREEMENT 

 
Except as specified in 2(e) above the Producer may use or permit the use of a 
recording of the Artist(s) performance in any or all media overseas and in the UK 
upon payment of a royalty to the Artists which shall be 17% of gross receipts from 
each production sale divided between the Artists in proportion to their aggregate 
earnings. 
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Comparison breakout: Canada 
Television repeat fees 

The Canadian Media Production Association (CMPA) has negotiated agreements with 
writers, directors, performers, and crew. Their agreements have a similar repeat fee 
system for the purchase of performances for free-to-air television and cable television 
except that they have greater flexibility on the kinds of deals that can be allowed. The 
pay television loading of 25% for example buys 12 months unlimited plays. They also 
have a range of options from where producers can elect to buy only the minimum 
number of plays that are presold to producers being able to purchase unrestricted 
usage for four years world wide for an up front loading.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Arrangements for online, interactive and multiplatform content 

The CMPA and the Alliance of Cinema Television and radio Artists (ACTRA) have 
reached agreement on use fees for dramatic content in new media only at this stage. 
This effectively covers drama programs that are streamed and not screened on 
television. For all Productions other than dramatic Productions, the minimum daily fee is 
to be negotiated on a case-by-case basis among the Association(s), the Producer and 
ACTRA. In recognition of the difficulty the new platforms present, performers and 
producers have agreed to form a joint committee to monitor developments in the 
space 

 

 

 

 
!

EXCERPT FROM ACTRA CMPA INDEPENDENT PRODUCTION AGREEMENT 

Prepayment Option The Producer may acquire unrestricted Use rights, in all media 
throughout the world, for a period of four (4) consecutive years from the date of first 
exploitation release in any Residual Market, for one hundred and thirty percent 
(130%) of Net Fees for theatrical Productions, or one hundred and five percent (105%) 
of Net Fees for television and other Productions. 

 

EXCERPT FROM ACTRA CMPA INDEPENDENT PRODUCTION AGREEMENT 

E501 New Media Committee ACTRA and the Associations agree to establish a joint 
committee and engage a jointly agreed shared cost expert(s) to assist the Parties to 
research and monitor New Media issues such as emerging technologies, platforms, 
geofencing, tracking new media revenue, licensing and distribution arrangements, 
and privacy concerns. If requested by all Parties, on a without-prejudice basis the 
Committee may also make recommendations regarding ways in which disputes 
regarding New Media may be resolved. 
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Comparison breakout: Canada (cont.) 
Low budget feature films 

The CMPA have negotiated a low budget agreement with ACTRA whereby performers 
fees can be discounted on a sliding scale from 25 per cent for budgets between 1.7 
and 2.3 million up to 45 per cent for budgets under 287,000 for feature films. 
Interestingly, a separate scale applies for television series. Both schemes provide for 
back end residual participation for the actors. Like the UK, the scheme also has a 
registration system to ensure that projects are bona fide. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX 18 
CANADIAN INDEPENDENT PRODUCTION INCENTIVE PROGRAM (CIPIP) 
1. Purpose 
(a) The purpose of the CIPIP is to encourage low-budget Canadian film and television 
projects engaging professional Performers represented by ACTRA. 
(b) To this end, Performers’ minimum fees under the Independent Production 
Agreement (“the IPA”) may be discounted in CIPIP qualified projects in accordance 
with the Schedule of Discounts found below. 
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Comparison breakout: United States 
Television repeat fees 

The main bargaining representative body of producers, the Alliance of Motion Picture 
and Television Producers (AMPTP) first encountered problems with the television repeat 
fee agreement with the Screen Actors Guild of America (SAG) in the early 1980s when 
the growing cable television services showed an interest in purchasing back catalogue 
feature films and free-to-air programs. They experienced the same problem Australia 
has now and found that the majority of their members programs could not be sold and 
that nobody, including the performers, was making any money out the of the 
arrangement. Performers, Writers, and Directors guilds agreed to a royalties model 
whereby 10 per cent (6 per cent to performers, and 2 per cent each to writers and 
directors) is payable from gross receipts of relicensing of the program.  

One of the significant differences in the American experience is that all parties profited 
considerably from the deal because it applied to programs produced before the deal 
was struck. In the United States, federal law allows unions to alter contract terms 
retrospectively, which opened up past programs for ongoing exploitation. This is not 
possible in Australia and if agreements were reached here between the MEAA and 
SPAA, past projects could only be sold if all of the original contracting parties agreed to 
contract amendments.  

Arrangements for online, interactive and multiplatform content 

The issue of usage payments for internet usage of writer’s work was a hot topic during 
the writer’s strike of 2007-08 which resulted in a side letter to the writers basic agreement 
agreeing to terms. The AMPTP have since reached agreement on new media usage 
with performers and directors. The arrangements vary greatly and are very complex 
with different rules for material that is free to consumer and at cost to consumer. A basic 
principle is that the initial fee buys a time frame for usage (usually 26 weeks) with 
residual fees in the range of 1.2 per cent to 3.5 per cent of the basic fee for extensions 
of time thereafter. 

 

 

 
!

Excerpt from  
Sideletter on Exhibition of Motion Pictures Transmitted Via New Media 2B4F)(d) 
Use on Consumer Pay Platforms 
For use of a Derivative New Media Production on new media platforms for which the 
consumer pays (eg download to own, download to rent, paid streaming), the 
company shall pay a residual equal to 1.2% of the “accountable receipts”, as 
defined in paragraph 3 of the Sideletter on Exhibition of Motion Pictures Transmitted 
Via New Media, attributable to the period beyond the twenty-six (26) period of use. 1 
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Comparison breakout: United States (cont.) 
Low budget feature films  

The AMPTP does not negotiate low budget agreements, however the guilds produce 
their own terms for low budget features. SAG has three classifications - low budget 
(625,000-2.5 million), modified low budget features (under 625,000), and ultra low 
budget features (under 200,000). Fees are discounted by 40 per cent and 60 per cent or 
the first two categories with the ultra low budget features paying $100 a day. Producers 
have to submit details to SAG for verification.  
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4. Summary of SPAA agreements 

4.1 ACTORS FEATURE FILM AGREEMENT (AFFA) 
AFFA is a common law collective agreement between the Media Entertainment 
and Arts Alliance (MEAA) and SPAA covering agreed rates of pay, terms and 
conditions of employment, and rights and residual payments for all performers in 
Australian feature films produced by Australian producers. The agreement contains 
template contracts for the employment of performers.  

First negotiated between Actors Equity and SPAA’s predecessor organisation, the 
Film and Television Producers Association of Australia (FTPAA) in the 1970s, the 
agreement is regularly renegotiated by both parties. 

4.2 ACTORS TELEVISION PROGRAMS AGREEMENT (ATPA) 
ATPA is a common law collective agreement between the Media Entertainment 
and Arts Alliance (MEAA) and SPAA covering agreed rates of pay, terms and 
conditions of employment for all performers in scripted television drama and 
comedy programs in Australia. Rights and residuals are dealt with in a separate but 
linked agreement, the Actors Television Rights And Residuals Agreement (ATRRA). 
Template contracts for the employment of performers are included in the ATRRA. 

First negotiated between Actors Equity and SPAA’s predecessor organisation, the 
Film and Television Producers Association of Australia (FTPAA) in the 1970s, the 
agreement is regularly renegotiated by both parties. 

4.3 MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION AGREEMENT (MPPA) 
MPPA is a common law collective agreement between the Media Entertainment 
and Arts Alliance (MEAA) and SPAA covering agreed rates of pay, and terms and 
conditions of employment for all technical crew in scripted television drama and 
comedy programs and feature films in Australia. The agreement contains template 
contracts for the employment of crew.  

First negotiated between Actors Equity and SPAA’s predecessor organisation, the 
Film and Television Producers Association of Australia (FTPAA) in the 1970s, the 
agreement is regularly renegotiated by both parties. 

4.4 ACTORS TELEVISION RIGHTS AND RESIDUALS AGREEMENT (ATRRA) 
ATRRA is a common law collective agreement between the Media Entertainment 
and Arts Alliance (MEAA) and SPAA covering agreed terms for the purchase of rights 
to exploit performances in Australian scripted television drama and comedy 
programs produced by Australian producers. The agreement covers repeat fees 
payable for repeat screenings of television programs on both free-to-air and 
subscription television, ancillary rights, and the payment structure for rest of world 
exploitation. The agreement includes template contracts for the engagement of 
performers under both ATPA and ATRRA. 

First negotiated between Actors Equity and SPAA’s predecessor organisation, the 
Film and Television Producers Association of Australia (FTPAA) in the 1970s, the 
agreement is regularly renegotiated by both parties. 
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4.5 SERIES AND SERIALS AGREEMENT (SASA) 
SASA is an agreement between the Australian Writers’ Guild (AWG) and SPAA 
covering agreed terms for the payment for the services of a writer and the purchase 
of rights to exploit the work for Australian scripted television series and serials. The 
agreement includes template contracts for the payment of writers including the 
purchase of rights. The agreement is renegotiated by both parties from time to time. 

4.6 MINI-SERIES AND TELEMOVIES AGREEMENT (MATA) 
MATA is an agreement between the Australian Writers’ Guild (AWG) and SPAA 
covering agreed terms for the payment for the services of a writer and the purchase 
of rights to exploit the work for Australian scripted television mini-series and 
telemovies. The agreement includes template contracts for the payment of writers 
including the purchase of rights. The agreement is renegotiated by both parties from 
time to time. 

4.7 CHILDREN’S TELEVISION AGREEMENT (CTA) 
CTA is an agreement between the Australian Writers’ Guild (AWG) and SPAA 
covering agreed terms for the payment for the services of a writer and the purchase 
of rights to exploit the work for Australian scripted children’s television programs. The 
agreement covers all program lengths and includes both live action and animation. 
The agreement includes template contracts for the payment of writers including the 
purchase of rights.  




